Vitreous estrogen levels in patients with an idiopathic macular hole
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Purpose: Estrogen, a female hormone, activates collagenase and might be associated with the pathogenesis of vitreoretinal collagen fiber disease. The purpose of the present study was to investigate the vitreous levels of estrone (E1) and estradiol (E2) in subjects with an idiopathic macular hole (IMH).

Methods: Vitreous samples were obtained from ten female patients with an IMH and from nine female patients with other retinal diseases (six with rhegmatogenous retinal detachment and three with age-related macular degeneration) as a control at the time of vitreous surgery. E1 and E2 levels in the vitreous samples were then determined using the Coat-A-Count® Estradiol Radioimmunoassay (RIA) Kit and the DSL-70 Estrone RIA Kit, respectively.

Results: The mean vitreous levels of E1 and E2 in the subjects with IMH were 1.83±2.00 pg/mL and 7.03±2.97 pg/mL, respectively, whereas in the control subjects they were 2.42±1.25 pg/mL and 4.90±2.90 pg/mL, respectively. Thus, the vitreous E2 levels in the subjects with IMH were significantly higher than in the controls (P<0.05).

Conclusion: The findings of this study suggest that E2 might be associated with the pathogenesis of IMH, but further investigation is needed to elucidate that association.
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Introduction

Idiopathic full-thickness macular hole (IMH) is an important cause of poor vision in the elderly that affects predominantly women older than 60 years. Kishi et al reported that tangential traction, which appears to originate exclusively in the premacular vitreous cortex that forms the posterior wall of the premacular liquefied pocket, causes IMHs.1 Although it is accepted that vitreoretinal traction is an important local factor in the development of an IMH, the systemic risk factors of IMH remain unclear.

Estrogen has many effects on various tissues, such as bone and the cardiovascular system, in addition to the genitals, through classical nuclear receptors and cellular membrane receptors.2-11 Estrogen is also known to be associated with the growth of central nerve fibers, and estrogen receptors are reportedly present in the retina.12,13 The incidence of IMHs is higher in females, and a high incidence of systemic estrogen therapy has been reported in IMH patients.14,15 However, other studies have reported no association with estrogen exposure.16 Thus, a possible association between IMH and estrogen remains controversial.

Estrogen reportedly increases the biosynthesis of hyaluronic acid in the skin of mice.17 Estrogen activates collagenase and also reportedly has an effect on collagenase production in the cervix of guinea pigs.18 If the metabolic change of estrogen after menopause affects ocular collagen metabolism, it might consequently induce constriction of the posterior vitreous membrane and macular hole. To elucidate the
association between estrogen and IMHs, we investigated vitreous estrogen levels in IMH patients.

Methods

Subjects
In this study, ten eyes of ten female patients (age, 62.3±6.18 years) undergoing a vitrectomy for an IMH were examined. As a control, nine eyes of nine female patients (mean age, 62.9±12.3 years) undergoing a vitrectomy for retinal detachment (six patients) and age-related macular degeneration (three patients) were examined.

Sample preparation
Pure vitreous samples (0.5–1.0 mL) were obtained from each patient before initiating intraocular infusion at the time of vitreous surgery. All samples were frozen at 80°C immediately after being obtained.

Radioimmunoassay
The levels of estradiol (E2) and estrone (E1) in each sample were determined, using the Coat-A-CountR Estradiol Radioimmunoassay (RIA) Kit (Diagnostic Products Corporation, Los Angeles, CA, USA) and the DSL-70 Estrone RIA Kit (Diagnostic Systems Laboratories, Inc., Webster, TX, USA), respectively. This measuring system also included the interference tests.

Statistical analysis
Comparisons between the groups were made using the Mann–Whitney U-test, and a P-value <0.05 was considered statistically significant.

Results
The mean E2 levels in the vitreous samples obtained from the IMH patients was 7.03±2.97 pg/mL, which was significantly higher than the level in the vitreous samples obtained from the controls (4.90±2.90 pg/mL; P<0.05) (Figure 1). The mean E1 level in the vitreous samples obtained from the IMH patients was 1.83±2.00 pg/mL, which was not significantly different from that in the vitreous samples obtained from the controls (2.42±1.25 pg/mL) (Figure 2).

Discussion
In postmenopausal women, the primary source of estrogen is the adrenal gland, which secretes dehydroepiandrosterone. Dehydroepiandrosterone is converted by steroidogenic enzymes to estrogens in peripheral tissues.9,19 Estrogen readily passes through the blood-retinal barrier, and vitreous estrogen is known to be transported from the adrenal gland via blood circulation. In contrast, abundant P450 aromatase is reportedly detectable in the retina of goldfish.20,21 Androstenedione is converted to estrogen by P450 aromatase.22,23 If P450 aromatase is expressed in the human eye, local production of estrogen may be the result of an alternating supply source. The findings of this present study show that in patients with an IMH, vitreous E2 levels were higher than E1 levels. E2 is believed to be converted from E1 by 17-β hydroxy-dehydrogenase in the eye. This is the first report that evaluated vitreous estrogen levels in patients with an IMH. However, to elucidate the local metabolism of estrogen, further experimental studies will be needed.

E2 exerts the strongest biological activity among the various natural estrogens (E1, E2, and Estriol). Estrogen receptors have a strong affinity for estrogen, which is known to be biologically active even at extremely low levels, and they have reportedly been detected in the retina.12 In the present

Figure 1 Vitreous E2 levels.
Note: The mean E2 levels in the vitreous samples obtained from the patients with an idiopathic macular hole were significantly higher than that in the vitreous samples obtained from the controls.
Abbreviations: E2, estradiol; Mh, patients with an idiopathic macular hole.

Figure 2 Vitreous E1 levels.
Note: The mean E1 level in the vitreous samples obtained from the patients with an idiopathic macular hole was not significantly different from that in the vitreous samples obtained from the controls.
Abbreviations: E1, estrone; Mh, patients with an idiopathic macular hole.
study, the observed vitreous E2 levels in the IMH patients were considered more than adequate for biological activity. Vitreous E2 is suggested to have some effect on the eye. Contraction of the posterior vitreous membrane is considered to be one of the steps in the pathogenesis of IMHs. To the best of our knowledge, the effect of estrogen on the vitreous membrane has not yet been elucidated. Previous studies have shown that estrogen has an effect on collagen metabolism and hyaluronic acid production in the skin, and it is believed to have effects on the posterior vitreous membrane. However, those effects have yet to be identified.

Another pathogenesis to clarify the association between estrogen and IMH is related to chymase, a serine protease. Previous studies have reported that chymase converts angiotensin I to angiotensin II; converts latent transforming growth factor 1 to active transforming growth factor 1, which cleaves procollagen to produce collagen type IV; facilitates collagen degradation by activating matrix metalloproteinase, a catabolic enzyme of extracellular matrix; and inactivates tissue inhibitor of metalloproteinase, a matrix metalloproteinase inhibitor. In addition, chymase is reportedly involved in the degradation of type VI collagen. Therefore, chymase may be involved in the onset of IMH formation through the production and degradation of collagen.

We previously investigated chymase involvement in the onset of IMH formation, as well as the effects of chymase on monkey eyes and cultured Muller cells. Interestingly, chymase activity in the vitreous humor from IMH patients is the most activated among the vitreoretinal diseases. Moreover, thickening of the posterior hyaloid membrane and some apoptotic cells were found in the macula of the chymase-treated monkey eyes. These findings suggest that increased chymase activity may result in IMH onset.

Chymase is produced by mast cells, and mast cells have been reported to be involved in tissue fibrosis and neovascularization. In the eye, mast cells are reportedly present in the choroid, ciliary body, conjunctiva, and sclera. Nicovani et al reported the presence of estrogen receptors in vascular mast cells and a possible genomic effect of estrogens on the expression of mast cell mediators such as chymase, tumor necrosis factor alpha, nitric oxide synthase, and interleukin. These data illustrate that estrogen can directly modify vascular mast cell activity.

Furthermore, there might be two possibilities that explain the high concentrations of E2 in IMH patients. The first possibility is that pro-inflammatory cytokines such as interleukin 1, tumor necrosis factor alpha, and interleukin 6 are known to disrupt the normal activity of steroidogenic enzymes and promote the aromatization of testosterone to E2. In fact, some previous studies have reported that these proinflammatory cytokines were significantly higher in the vitreous of proliferative diabetic retinopathy and proliferative vitreoretinopathy. In this study, we did not investigate the concentration of these proinflammatory cytokines; however, that possibility should be taken into consideration.

The second possibility is the effects by glucuronidation. Glucuronidation is reportedly the major pathway for estrogen inactivation in humans, and the results shown in that study were altered by glucuronidated E2 and E1. In this study, we did not measure glucuronidated E2 and E1, so further investigation is necessary to confirm this point.

In conclusion, one of the limitations of this current investigation is that it was conducted as a pilot study because of the small number of subjects involved. Further investigation and considerations are necessary to elucidate the association between estrogen and the pathogenesis of IMHs.
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